Amid the rubble of the University of L'Aquila, Italy, which was mostly destroyed by a magnitude-6.3 earthquake on 6 April, a Nobelprizewinning biologist arrived last week to offer his support. To a packed marquee, Robert Horvitz tried to restore a semblance of normalcy by lecturing about his work on programmed cell death.
"It was a question of showing scientific solidarity with people who live in a community that has suffered losses on so many levels," says Horvitz, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge. "They've lost life, homes -and also a perspective on how they can return to normality. "
Fifty-five students were among the 295 people who died in the quake, which shattered the town and its neighbouring villages, and destroyed much of the university.
Six weeks later, with 70% of its staff homeless, the 23,000-student university is starting to work again -in tents or in buildings loaned by other towns. The underground particle-physics laboratory at Gran Sasso, which remained undamaged 15 kilometres from L'Aquila, resumed work on 4 May, even though 90% of its staff are homeless.
Researchers are worried about being forgotten by the outside world, or abandoned by their students, during the rebuilding process -which is expected to take many years. To help to avert a drain of human capital, the Italian government has promised to maintain a constant budget for the university, at €68.5 million (US$92 million) annually for three years, and to reduce student fees. It is also giving €70 million for rebuilding. Prime minister Silvio Berlusconi has also transferred July's G8 meeting from the island of La Maddalena to L'Aquila, to bring in external money for building, although some fear that it could prove to be a disruption.
To try to maintain meaningful international connections, the science faculty -about 465 of 600 academics -is offering the town of L'Aquila as an 'open laboratory' for the testing of new scientific ideas during reconstruction. "The university needs to be involved in the rebuilding of an ancient city with modern technologies and modern ideas, " says Paola Inverardi, dean of science, who is living in a tent in her sister's garden. "The tragedy can also be an opportunity. "
More than 1,300 scientists have indicated their interest in being involved on the 'Ideas for L'Aquila' webpage (www.ideasforlaquila.org). Ideas being discussed include a consortium for 'adaptive music' , which would incorporate music that adjusts to a changing environment in the infrastructure of the restored city.
Inverardi, a computer scientist, says that collaborations forged with international partners could help the university to emerge from the disaster in better intellectual shape than before.
But the road to recovery is very steep. Only two buildings on the university's two out-oftown campuses remain structurally sound and will be habitable within a few months. The rest are substantially damaged -as is the entirety of the humanities faculty and university administration located in the historic centre. The centre is still a no-go area, a dusty, rubble-strewn ghost town brightened only by red fire engines. The yellow stuccoed university rectory seems to lean, crumbling into a narrow alley already choked with fallen bricks.
Each department has had to find its own interim solution for teaching, which began again a couple of weeks ago. Some classes are taking place in the sea of blue tents erected by the civil-protection service on campus, or in larger marquees that have also hosted exams and academic ceremonies -as well as the seminars of Horvitz and his wife, neurobiologist Martha Constantine-Paton.
The physics faculty found a relatively easy solution by moving into the above-ground facilities of the Gran Sasso laboratories, where many homeless staff also sleep. "Of course there will be crowding -and it will be for some years, " says Gran Sasso director Eugenio Coccia. "But we are glad to be able to have such a role. "
It has not been easy to find the mental energy to think about science in the circumstances, admits Gran Sasso physicist Francesco Arneodo. "With so many homeless it is hard to focus your full attention on research, " he says,
Research from rubble
University returns to work in makeshift lecture halls and laboratories.
The historic centre of L'Aquila remains off-limits.
"There are always people who say they had predicted every earthquake," says Tom Jordan, director of the Southern California Earthquake Center in Los Angeles. But the city of L' Aquila, Italy, had a particularly troublesome claimant this spring in amateur seismologist Giampaolo Giuliani.
After an earthquake devastated the town on 6 April, the international media covered Giuliani's lament that Italian authorities had ignored his prediction of a big quake centred on Sulmona, a town some 60 kilometres away, at the end of March. Giuliani, a technician, had been tracking radon emission from the ground with a device he had patented.
Jordan has been invited by the Italian government to head an international committee of experts to analyse local seismic data -and, in part, to put to rest public concern that lives could have been saved by heeding predictions. Radon is indeed emitted from Earth during seismic activity, he says, but it is not useful in predicting earthquakes.
Giuliani's claim offended professional geologists such as Gianluca Ferrini of the University of L' Aquila, who had been monitoring the mounting seismic activity for several months. "We knew that the epicentre of what we were recording was getting deeper and stronger, so we knew there was a possibility of a big earthquake," he says. Ferrini and his colleagues had been giving survival advice in schools. If people had been evacuated from Sulmona to L' Aquila in response to an inaccurate prediction, he points out, many more people would have died. A.A.
Researchers are closing in on a way to 'fingerprint' fossils to match them to their precise geological origins.
Federal land managers and scientists have long dreamed of finding a way to link a potentially stolen fossil to a specific site, and thus subvert poachers who take fossils from public land. The US Paleontological Resources Preservation Act, signed into law in March, contains tough criminal penalties -felony charges carrying twoor five-year sentences -for such offences.
At the eighth Conference on Fossil Resources on 20-21 May in St George, Utah, researchers were scheduled to report on methods that can closely tie a fossil to a site through analysis of rare earth elements (REEs).
There are 15 REEs in the lanthanide seriesfrom lanthanum, the lightest, to lutetium, the heaviest -all of which can be incorporated into bones as they become fossilized. The ratio of REEs varies from place to place depending on the chemical composition of groundwater in the region; a fossil's REE signature can thus be matched up to a geological location like pieces fitting into a jigsaw puzzle.
The methods are getting ever more precise, says Dennis Terry, a geologist at Temple University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. "I have been able to say if a fossil is from Nebraska or adjacent South Dakota with 99% confidence," he says. "But now we are getting much closer to distinguishing locations on a regional level."
In a study to be presented in Utah by Terry's undergraduate student William Lukens, the team matched 45 fossil samples to three sites from which they were taken with 96.7% accuracy. All of the fossils originated just a few kilometres apart in and around Toadstool Geologic Park, a remote area in northwestern Nebraska where fossils are often poached.
Terry has also been using REE analysis to date bones more precisely, by comparing their elemental ratios to the stratigraphy of the rocks from which the specimens were taken (D. E. Grandstaff and D. O. Terry Appl. Geochem. 24, 733-745; 2009). This summer, he and his colleagues will be testing this method on the Flagstaff Rim, south of Casper, Wyoming, where they hope to use REE analysis to reduce the dating error bars from a span of about 100,000 years to about 20,000 years. Meanwhile, Celina Suarez, a doctoral student at the University of Kansas in Lawrence, was due to present results at the conference showing how a laser can chart REE signatures in different parts of a single fossil specimen, making identification more exact. Rather than dissolving a piece of fossil in solution and testing the subsequent samples for REEs, her technique involves burning numerous spots on a specimen -with each ignition emitting gas that a mass spectrometer reads for REEs. This method can produce an elemental map of a bone's REE absorption.
"There are some problems, but overall the method is sound," says Suarez. "In some cases, I can tell where a fossil was removed from within a quarry." Lucy Kuizon, head of palaeontology for the US Bureau of Land Management in Washington DC, says that such approaches are one way to fight fossil poaching. "These techniques are still under study, and not perfected yet," she says.
However, REE analysis is already moving into the courts. In a fossil probe on 11 April, the bureau used the technique to support a search-warrant application that was approved by a federal court in Kansas City, Missouri.
One day, REE analysis could be used as a prosecutorial tool, says palaeontologist Barbara Beasley of the Nebraska National Forest in Chadron.
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Rex Dalton
Elements reveal fossils' origins the strain clear on his face. "But now it is OK -we are back!" Geologist Gianluca Ferrini finds his attention still absorbed in his work as a voluntary member of the science faculty's civil-protection unit. He was one of the first on campus after the earthquake hit at 3:32 a.m., checking for immediate dangers of fire or flooding from gas leaks or broken water pipes. He remembers that even in those eerie night hours, looters were already trying to make off with computers.
He also recalls, with some pain, how in the dawn light the unit quickly moved on towards town to help the bare-handed search in the rubble for survivors, or for bodies. As the morning wore on, Ferrini says he found six of the dead, their dust-covered arms indistinguishable from the grey rubble except by touch.
Ferrini also helped to secure many of the university's scientific resources -from keeping fridges running after electricity was lost, to looking after experimental animals and stowing away valuables such as a collection of insects that had once belonged to Charles Darwin. "I have very little time to do my research work, " he says, although he does frequently drive more than two hours to different locations to teach.
For Horvitz, visiting L'Aquila was a deeply moving experience. "Life does go forwardand these scientists are trying to find out how to deal with their lives and at the same time continue research, " he says. 
